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My Brother's Keeper
When Sam Meeker leaves his home in Redding, Connecticut, a town loyal to the king, to fight with the rebel army, he places his family in a
very difficult position.

The Lotterys Plus One
"What is man, that you are mindful of him, the son of man, that you care for him?" Indeed, what is a man? As our society sorts through what it
means to be masculine or feminine and roles drift and shift, men as well as women feel the strain. Very recently, a small but growing field of
theory called men's studies has appeared in reaction to the decades-long feminist movement in women's studies. Can the social sciences
informing contemporary men's studies (psychology, cultural anthropology and others) provide helpful insight as to what helps or hinders men
in becoming the sons, fathers, husbands, and brothers they ought to be? Following her landmark gender-reconciliation text, Gender and
Grace, Mary Stewart Van Leeuwen turns her focus to men's studies in this new book. She incorporates the most recent and significant
research in the social sciences with a biblically founded Christian worldview that sets the course for men and women being in right
relationship. Surveying a vast amount of literature with balance and insight, Van Leeuwen probes the value and plumbs the limits of what the
social sciences offer Christians. For men and women, for students, teachers and general readers, Van Leeuwen offers an alternative to
mindless conformity to--or dismissal of--cultural "norms." Rather she encourages pursuit of a faithful masculinity that honors the God who
made men and women to be a blessing to each other.

The Social Gospel
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The true story of a woman who discovers her brother is abusing his own children and her struggle to save her nieces and nephews from an
abusive home.

Her Brother's Keeper
In August 1995 David Kaczynski's wife Linda asked him a difficult question: "Do you think your brother Ted is the Unabomber?" He couldn't
be, David thought. But as the couple pored over the Unabomber's seventy-eight-page manifesto, David couldn't rule out the possibility. It
slowly became clear to them that Ted was likely responsible for mailing the seventeen bombs that killed three people and injured many more.
Wanting to prevent further violence, David made the agonizing decision to turn his brother in to the FBI. Every Last Tie is David's highly
personal and powerful memoir of his family, as well as a meditation on the possibilities for reconciliation and maintaining family bonds. Seen
through David's eyes, Ted was a brilliant, yet troubled, young mathematician and a loving older brother. Their parents were supportive and
emphasized to their sons the importance of education and empathy. But as Ted grew older he became more and more withdrawn, his
behavior became increasingly erratic, and he often sent angry letters to his family from his isolated cabin in rural Montana. During Ted's trial
David worked hard to save Ted from the death penalty, and since then he has been a leading activist in the anti–death penalty movement.
The book concludes with an afterword by psychiatry professor and forensic psychiatrist James L. Knoll IV, who discusses the current
challenges facing the mental health system in the United States as well as the link between mental illness and violence.

My Brother's Keeper
As moving as his bestselling works of fiction, Nicholas Sparks's unique memoir, written with his brother, chronicles the life-affirming journey of
two brothers bound by memories, both humorous and tragicIn January 2003, Nicholas Sparks and his brother, Micah, set off on a three-week
trip around the globe. It was to mark a milestone in their lives, for at thirty-seven and thirty-eight respectively, they were now the only
surviving members of their family. Against the backdrop of the wonders of the world and often overtaken by their feelings, daredevil Micah
and the more serious, introspective Nicholas recalled their rambunctious childhood adventures and the tragedies that tested their faith. And in
the process, they discovered startling truths about loss, love, and hope.Narrated with irrepressible humor and rare candor, and including
personal photos, THREE WEEKS WITH MY BROTHER reminds us to embrace life with all its uncertaintiesand most of all, to cherish the
joyful times, both small and momentous, and the wonderful people who make them possible.

Homer and Langley
Not My Brother's Keeper
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His Brother's Keeper
This is book one of three. All books are full-length novels and must be read in order. All books are available now. The My Brother's Keeper
Trilogy The town of Gilford has a Big and Terrible secret hidden in the ground. Infecting those it touches. Exploiting their darkness.
Consuming their souls. It's hungry. It's vile. It's evil. And it wants out. Book One: The First Three Rules Marshal Jon Foster lost his purpose
and his sanity the day he saw the image of his dead brother. The distraction saved Jon's life but cost the lives of innocent people including his
best friend and partner. It was a price for survival Jon couldn't live with and was sure he'd never understand. Driven by grief and guilt he tried
to escape his past by fleeing to a small town in the middle of nowhere. Only instead of peace, the memories festered. Then the offer of a stick
of gum from a stranger changes Jon's life and puts him on a road out of the nightmare he's trapped in. Ellis Harper has lived the past twenty
years isolated from the outside world and sole caretaker for his mentally disabled brother, Rudy. While Ellis loves his brother, he longs for a
life he'll never be able to have. Shut away, his days consist of chores, endless cartoons, and games of Go Fish. A world that seemed to have
no end until an innocent misunderstanding turns Ellis and his brother into a target for a town bully. It's a fight Ellis can never win on his own
but thanks to a chance meeting with a stranger, he doesn't have to. What begins as a new journey in love for both men quickly unfolds into
something neither of them could have ever imagined.

Three Weeks with My Brother
Virginia Dickens promises to keep a journal for her older brother, Jed. She writes about the Pennsylvania Volunteers who arrive in town
reporting that the Reds are headed to Gettysburg. Suddenly, the town is amidst one of the greatest battles of the Civil War--and the site for
one of the most memorable presidential speeches ever given.

M.C. I Am My Brother's Keeper
How one man followed his brother into the harrowing world of drugs

I Am Not My Brother's Keeper
Sumac Lottery is nine years old and the self-proclaimed "good girl" of her (VERY) large, (EXTREMELY) unruly family. And what a family the
Lotterys are: four parents, children both adopted and biological, and a menagerie of pets, all living and learning together in a sprawling house
called Camelottery. Then one day, the news breaks that one of their grandfathers is suffering from dementia and will be coming to live with
them. And not just any grandfather; the long dormant "Grumps," who fell out with his son so long ago that he hasn't been part of any of their
lives. Suddenly, everything changes. Sumac has to give up her room to make the newcomer feel at home. She tries to be nice, but prickly
Grumps's clearly disapproves of how the Lotterys live: whole grains, strange vegetables, rescue pets, a multicultural household He's worse
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than just tough to get along with -- Grumps has got to go! But can Sumac help him find a home where he belongs?

Our Brother's Keeper
DEBUT SOLO NOVEL FROM THE CO-AUTHOR OF DEAD SIX. Air Force weapons expert Mike Kupari, co-author of Dead Six and Swords
of Exodus, offers up a science fiction adventure. When privateer Captain Catherine Blackwood is enlisted to rescue her brother from a
treacherous warlord, she finds herself on her most dangerous mission yet. It's been years since Catherine Blackwood left the stodgy,
repressive colony world of Avalon. Now the captain of the privateer vessel Andromeda, she is the master of her own destiny. But Catherine
soon finds herself back on Avalon after receiving a plea for help from a most unlikely source: her estranged father, esteemed Avalon Council
member Augustus Blackwood. It seems Catherine's brother, the heir to the Blackwood aristocracy, has gone off in search of treasure on the
failed, chaotic world of Zanzibar. But Cecil Blackwood's plans have gone very, very wrong, and he has been taken hostage and held for
ransom by a fearsome local warlord. Augustus, knowing his daughter is the only one who can be trusted to return his son safely, swallows his
pride and hires Catherine to bring her brother home. Catherine takes the job¾but it won't be easy. Just getting to Zanzibar proves
treacherous. And once she arrives, things only get worse. If she is to save her brother, Catherine Blackwood must face down danger at every
turn and uncover a mystery four million years in the making. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights
Management).

The Second Advent: Will it be Before the Millennium?
Toby is a freshman whose life is slowly unraveling. His father has left, his brother's an addict, and his mother is solely focused on dating, in
this realistic and engaging story about trying to hold a family together.

Cut
Can two children escape North Korea on their own? North Korea. December, 1950. Twelve-year-old Sora and her family live under an iron
set of rules: No travel without a permit. No criticism of the government. No absences from Communist meetings. Wear red. Hang pictures of
the Great Leader. Don't trust your neighbors. Don't speak your mind. You are being watched. But war is coming, war between North and
South Korea, between the Soviets and the Americans. War causes chaos--and war is the perfect time to escape. The plan is simple: Sora
and her family will walk hundreds of miles to the South Korean city of Busan from their tiny mountain village. They just need to avoid napalm,
frostbite, border guards, and enemy soldiers. But they can't. And when an incendiary bombing changes everything, Sora and her little brother
Young will have to get to Busan on their own. Can a twelve-year-old girl and her eight-year-old brother survive three hundred miles of
warzone in winter? Haunting, timely, and beautiful, this harrowing novel from a searing new talent offers readers a glimpse into a vanished
time and a closed nation. A Junior Library Guild Selection
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My Brother Sam is Dead
This is the 10th anniversary and third printing of "Our Brother's Keeper" is the story of all wars, past and present. While it is an unvarnished
depiction of combat and its somber compilation of battlefield casualties, it is also the story of war's staggering list of collateral damage-the
family and friends of the slain. Since 1941, three generations have been seared by five catastrophic wars; for the present generation, it is Iraq
and Afghanistan. But for author Jedwin Smith, his parents and his brothers and sisters, it is the haunting specter of Vietnam that will never be
forgotten. Seemingly on a whim, Jeffrey Earl Smith, the author's younger brother, put aside his anti-war sentiments and joined the Marines in
July 1967. Sent to Vietnam four months later, his death during a Viet Cong ambush in March 1968 was the catalyst that finally ended his
parents' turbulent marriage and created a lost generation of Smith siblings. For the author, himself a former Marine, it was the beginning of a
32-year odyssey to track down the individual who killed his brother and extract revenge-a quest that takes the author across the country in
search of the Marines who were at Jeff's side on that horrific day three decades earlier, and ends in Vietnam at the village of Mai Xa Thi,
where the author confronts Duong Tu Anh, the former VC commander responsible for the attack that killed Jeff. This encounter is chilling,
extraordinary, and life-changing. "Our Brother's Keeper" is more than a moving and beautifully written family saga of the Vietnam War and its
bitter and ongoing aftermath, it is also an inspiring personal tale of loss and healing, anger and forgiveness, self-discovery-and the
transcendent power of love.

My Brother's Keeper
Former army sharpshooter Jake Coleman has nothing more in mind than a little relief from a hot, Texas-summer night when he jumps on his
bike and heads to a biker bar in search of a cold beer. But when he encounters a three-against-one fight right outside the bar door, he steps
in to improve the odds for an outnumbered stranger. What Jake doesn’t know is that the man he’s just helped is none other than Diego
Santiago, vice-president of the Houston based, Los Patrons Motorcycle Club. An impressed and grateful Santiago befriends Jake and
mentors him as he works to meet the requirements of a prospective member of Los Patrons. Jake finally accepted as a “full patch member,”
finds something he’s been searching for all his life; brotherhood. As he embarks on the life of a Los Patrons brother, Jake falls in love with an
intoxicating woman, and rapidly rises up the club’s ranks, discovering something chilling about himself…that no act is too grim or violent for
him to perform, if it’s in service of those he has come to call his brothers. God Forgives - Patrons Repay Written with a knife-edge
authenticity, M.C. – I Am My Brother’s Keeper catapults readers into the dark and dangerous netherworld of a big city motorcycle club.

My Brother's Keeper
Brothers and Keepers
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The Teacher's Manual of Method; Or, General Principles of Teaching and School-keeping, with Illustrations. Pt. 1
While confined to a mental hospital, thirteen-year-old Callie slowly comes to understand some of the reasons behind her self-mutilation, and
gradually starts to get better.

Brother's Keeper III: Luke
The death of a sibling is unlike any other. Gloria Reuben’s little brother died just before his twenty-second birthday. Two decades later, her
oldest brother Denis died two weeks short of his sixtieth birthday. Just as Gloria felt like she was finally healing from David’s death, the shock
of Denis’ unexpected death was almost too much to take. In My Brothers’ Keeper, Gloria bares her soul as she reveals the intimate details
of her life at home as a young girl. How the death of her father when she was twelve shaped her view of love and life. How David’s death
was the impetus for her move from Canada to the United States. And how her brother Denis was her heart’s twin in a multitude of ways.
Gloria, most well known as an actress, debuts her talent as a writer in My Brothers’ Keeper, an intimate and honest tribute to David and
Denis. Their lives. Their deaths. And the hope that awaits. “Gloria has written a truly wonderful and inspirational tribute to her brothers and to
life. Helpful to all of us who have suffered losses.”—Pete Earley

Brother's Keeper I: Declan (part 1)
The O’Reilly brother’s return in another shocking novel of suspense in this dangerously addictive series. Luke O’Reilly finds himself facing
his most difficult case to date in the third installment in a saga of forbidden love, second chances, and twists of fate. The O'Reilly Brothers are
unputdownable Brother's Keeper III: Luke - Luke O’Reilly has seen it all, done it all, and lived through it all. When a career ending injury
forces him to retire from the military, he struggles to adapt. Luke was born to be a soldier, not conform to the nine-to-five mediocrity of
everyday life. He needs to protect and serve like he needs his next breath. Angry, with a bitter taste of civilian life, he finds himself searching
for purpose in dangerous operatives through the family business that is Brother’s Keeper Security. Working alongside his brothers, protecting
them and those they love, gives him satisfaction. But he still wants more – needs more – and struggles to find it. That is, until the one thing he
didn’t think he was searching for, lands on his doorstep. Literally. Daisy King lives life on her own terms, just the way she likes it. A free spirit,
until she finds herself in the protective clutches of Brother’s Keeper, one frustrating brother in particular. As the key witness to a high-profile
murder, the stakes turn dangerous and take an unpredictable twist leaving her once simple life an existence she’ll never reclaim. In a true tug
of war between good and evil, Luke fights to overcome his past, to protect his future. Can Luke and Daisy save each other and find a happily
ever after? Or, does murder and mayhem prevail, robbing Daisy of her freedom and sentencing Luke to a life alone?

My Brother's Daughter
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Trapped in a web of hate with no escape, a young woman discovers her attraction to the man determined to protect her may be her undoing.
Will time run out, or will he find a way to protect her before her abusive father kills her?When Rowan is awarded a ballet scholarship to
Michigan State University during her senior year of high school, her life's dream is finally realized. Having lost her mother at an early age and
being subjected to the abuse of a destitute drunken father, she has known unimaginable loss and heartache and been left wanting for a better
life-a life now within her grasp. But with one ill-fated phone call, her life is turned upside down.Logan is Rowan's best friend's older brother
whose career is taking off as he prepares to graduate law school and move cross-country to the prestigious law firm that has offered him a
very lucrative contract. When Rowan finds herself at Logan's mercy after he inadvertently learns of the abuse she has suffered at the hands
of her father, their lives become intertwined in a way neither ever imagined nor wanted.In an effort to protect her, but with his own hands tied
by her unwillingness to report the abuse, Logan strikes a deal requiring Rowan to stay with him whenever there is a chance her father might
be on a drunken binge-which is often. For her agreement and cooperation, he will keep her secret. Soon, their time together weighs on them
both, and they find themselves constantly tempted to step outside the bounds of their supposed platonic relationship. But there is no point.
The devastating fact of the matter is their lives are moving in opposite directions-a relationship destined to die before it even has a chance to
live.The ever present clock plagues them both as it ticks off the days until they are parted. But one all important question remains-after he
leaves, how will he protect her from a father intent on hating her until the day he dies or the day he kills her?

His Brother's Keeper
With his stunning debut novel, She's Come Undone, Wally Lamb won the adulation of critics and readers with his mesmerizing tale of one
woman's painful yet triumphant journey of self-discovery. Now, this brilliantly talented writer returns with I Know This Much Is True, a
heartbreaking and poignant multigenerational saga of the reproductive bonds of destruction and the powerful force of forgiveness. A
masterpiece that breathtakingly tells a story of alienation and connection, power and abuse, devastation and renewal--this novel is a
contemporary retelling of an ancient Hindu myth. A proud king must confront his demons to achieve salvation. Change yourself, the myth
instructs, and you will inhabit a renovated world. When you're the same brother of a schizophrenic identical twin, the tricky thing about saving
yourself is the blood it leaves on your bands--the little inconvenience of the look-alike corpse at your feet. And if you're into both survival of
the fittest and being your brother's keeper--if you've promised your dying mother--then say so long to sleep and hello to the middle of the
night. Grab a book or a beer. Get used to Letterman's gap-toothed smile of the absurd, or the view of the bedroom ceiling, or the influence of
random selection. Take it from a godless insomniac. Take it from the uncrazy twin--the guy who beat the biochemical rap. Dominick Birdsey's
entire life has been compromised and constricted by anger and fear, by the paranoid schizophrenic twin brother he both deeply loves and
resents, and by the past they shared with their adoptive father, Ray, a spit-and-polish ex-Navy man (the five-foot-six-inch sleeping giant who
snoozed upstairs weekdays in the spare room and built submarines at night), and their long-suffering mother, Concettina, a timid woman with
a harelip that made her shy and self-conscious: She holds a loose fist to her face to cover her defective mouth--her perpetual apology to the
world for a birth defect over which she'd had no control. Born in the waning moments of 1949 and the opening minutes of 1950, the twins are
physical mirror images who grow into separate yet connected entities: the seemingly strong and protective yet fearful Dominick, his mother's
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watchful "monkey"; and the seemingly weak and sweet yet noble Thomas, his mother's gentle "bunny." From childhood, Dominick fights for
both separation and wholeness--and ultimately self-protection--in a house of fear dominated by Ray, a bully who abuses his power over these
stepsons whose biological father is a mystery. I was still afraid of his anger but saw how he punished weakness--pounced on it. Out of selfpreservation I hid my fear, Dominick confesses. As for Thomas, he just never knew how to play defense. He just didn't get it. But Dominick's
talent for survival comes at an enormous cost, including the breakup of his marriage to the warm, beautiful Dessa, whom he still loves. And it
will be put to the ultimate test when Thomas, a Bible-spouting zealot, commits an unthinkable act that threatens the tenuous balance of both
his and Dominick's lives. To save himself, Dominick must confront not only the pain of his past but the dark secrets he has locked deep within
himself, and the sins of his ancestors--a quest that will lead him beyond the confines of his blue-collar New England town to the volcanic
foothills of Sicily 's Mount Etna, where his ambitious and vengefully proud grandfather and a namesake Domenico Tempesta, the sostegno
del famiglia, was born. Each of the stories Ma told us about Papa reinforced the message that he was the boss, that he ruled the roost, that
what he said went. Searching for answers, Dominick turns to the whispers of the dead, to the pages of his grandfather's handwritten memoir,
The History of Domenico Onofrio Tempesta, a Great Man from Humble Beginnings. Rendered with touches of magic realism, Domenico's
fablelike tale--in which monkeys enchant and religious statues weep--becomes the old man's confession--an unwitting legacy of contrition
that reveals the truth's of Domenico's life, Dominick learns that power, wrongly used, defeats the oppressor as well as the oppressed, and
now, picking through the humble shards of his deconstructed life, he will search for the courage and love to forgive, to expiate his and his
ancestors' transgressions, and finally to rebuild himself beyond the haunted shadow of his twin. Set against the vivid panoply of twentiethcentury America and filled with richly drawn, memorable characters, this deeply moving and thoroughly satisfying novel brings to light
humanity's deepest needs and fears, our aloneness, our desire for love and acceptance, our struggle to survive at all costs. Joyous, mystical,
and exquisitely written, I Know This Much Is True is an extraordinary reading experience that will leave no reader untouched.

My Brother's Keeper
From New Zealand author Donna Malane, My Brother's Keeper is a dark and twisting mystery that leaves no stone—or page—unturned. Diane
Rowe is a missing persons expert. Ex-con Karen needs Diane's help to track down her fourteen-year-old daughter, Sunny, whom she's lost
contact with while she's been in prison. To Diane, this appears at first glance to be a simple case of a mother wanting to reunite with a
beloved daughter. Tracking the girl down is easy. However, convincing her to meet her mother is no easy task. And at the back of Diane's
mind is a nagging thought—that guilt and innocence aren't straightforward and nothing is quite what it seems. Does Karen really want to fix the
wrongs of the past or is there something darker at play here that will take all of Diane's skills to uncover?

My Brother's Keeper
A tale inspired by a true story finds the blind Homer Collyer closeted within a once-grand Fifth Avenue mansion with his damaged brother and
remembering a life marked by colorful characters, political events and technological achievements. By the National Book Award-winning
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author of Billy Bathgate. Reprint. A best-selling novel.

My Brother's Keeper
American Ecclesiastical Review
As Kendrick feels his godsdaughter's magic flare out of control he immediately merges with her in an attempt to rein it in. That's when he
learns that has taken his only family away from him. Anne Bennett gets a phone call that changes her life. Her best friend Keelan has been
hurt and his commander is asking her to take care of him.

My Brother's Keeper
Thirty captivating profiles of Christians who risked everything to rescue their Jewish neighbors from Nazi terror during the Holocaust. MY
BROTHER'S KEEPER unfolds powerful stories of Christians from across denominations who gave everything they had to save the Jewish
people from the evils of the Holocaust. This unlikely group of believers, later honored by the nation of Israel as "The Righteous Among the
Nations," includes ordinary teenage girls, pastors, priests, a German army officer, a former Italian fascist, an international spy, and even a
princess. In one gripping profile after another, these extraordinary historical accounts offer stories of steadfast believers who together helped
thousands of Jewish individuals and families to safety. Many of these everyday heroes perished alongside the very people they were trying to
protect. There is no doubt that all of their stories showcase the best of humanity--even in the face of unthinkable evil.

The Known World
Robert and Tom are practically identical - same height, same hair, equally good looking - but Tom never had the same confidence as his
older brother, and for that reason, he is in awe of him. When Robert's girlfriend, Michelle, tells him that she's pregnant, Robert disappears
leaving Tom to clean up his mess. As Tom spends time with Michelle, reassuring her that she is not alone in this, the both begin to fall in love.
But is Michelle settling for second best? Is Tom losing himself in what should have been his brother's life? Sixteen years later, without
warning, Robert comes home and Tom has to find the courage to stand against the brother he idolized.

Official Report of the International Christian Endeavor Convention
Her Brother's Keeper
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You met them in the McKenzie Ridge Series, get to know them in Brother's Keeper This broody bunch of Irish Alpha's with heart are the
brother's you want on your side when things go wrong This edge of your seat series will make you laugh just before it takes you through
twists and turns you won't see coming and will give you all the feels along the way The O'Reilly Brothers are your next binge read series they're unputdownable Brother's Keeper I: Declan (part 1) - The only thing that can taint money, privilege, and endless access to the finer
things in life is murder. Lydia exchanges her life of luxury for a life on the run when she discovers her real estate tycoon husband is nothing
more than a cold-blooded killer with endless resources. The only person who can keep her alive is the last person she wants to trust. Declan
O’Reilly was on his way to retiring from a life undercover when his final case took a potentially fatal turn. Blowing his cover to protect the only
reason he stayed on the case to begin with becomes a challenge when money and power corrupt the very agency he was sworn to trust.
Going off the grid, where nobody can find them, Dec learns his desire to protect Lydia is more than just a job He risks it all to protect the one
thing he thought he could never have She fights to discover what she’s really made of only to find its what he saw in her all along Not once,
but twice, fate offers a maniacal twist that can tear them apart, as much as it can drive them together while trying to outrun the extensive
reach of a diabolical criminal. Sometimes you have to break rules to protect what you love. Can Brother’s Keeper Security help them find
their way, or does it just put more lives on the line?

My Brother's Keeper
When Scarlette Manning is thirteen years old, she witnesses a tragedy in her family and is forced from that day forward to carry the guilt and
responsibility of a gift that she involuntarily receives: mystical powers. Because her parents believe magic is the family curse rather than a
gift, she is forced to master her powers in secret in order to protect herself and her family from supernatural dangers. Now twenty-two, Scar
has lived a lie, concealing the most important aspect of herself from those she loves most. She believes she has been successful in hiding
her powers—until the night when one of her brothers has a life-altering experience that sends her spiraling back to the horrific event of her
childhood. Although she cannot change his fate, she may yet be able to use her craft to tip the scales from death to life. In this novel of magic
and the supernatural, only time will tell whether a young witch can keep her family safe from the terrors that roam their town.

Brother's Keeper
My Brothers' Keeper
Discusses how new discoveries in the fields of cloning, genetics, and stem-cell research have impacted the lives of brothers Stephen and
Jamie Heywood, the latter of whom is endeavoring to find a cure for the former's ALS. By the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Beak of the
Finch. Reader's Guide available.
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Brother's Keeper
From Edward P. Jones comes one of the most acclaimed novels in recent memory—winner of the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction and the National
Book Critics Circle Award for Fiction. The Known World tells the story of Henry Townsend, a black farmer and former slave who falls under
the tutelage of William Robbins, the most powerful man in Manchester County, Virginia. Making certain he never circumvents the law,
Townsend runs his affairs with unusual discipline. But when death takes him unexpectedly, his widow, Caldonia, can't uphold the estate's
order, and chaos ensues. Edward P. Jones has woven a footnote of history into an epic that takes an unflinching look at slavery in all its
moral complexities. “A masterpiece that deserves a place in the American literary canon.”—Time

My Brother's Keeper
In a captivating debut novel that is both humorous and heartwrenching, ReShonda Tate Billingsley -- winner of the Gold Pen Award for Best
New Author -- spins an irresistible story that will touch every reader's heart. Aja James hasn't had it easy. She has kept a close watch over
her siblings ever since tragedy robbed them of their parents. Tired of carrying the weight of the world on her shoulders, Aja is ready for a
change. Her best friend, Roxie, knows just what to do -- she sets Aja up on a date with one of the most sought after bachelors in town,
handsome sportscaster Charles Clayton. Charles is everything Aja has ever dreamed of -- sensitive, sexy, and charming. But "happily ever
after" isn't that simple. While Aja has rebounded from the loss of her parents, her sister and brother have not. Jada is lost in a world of silence
with no way for Aja to reach her, and Eric's uncontrollable rage is wreaking havoc on his life. As Aja sees her brother heading down the same
violent path that destroyed their family, she makes it her business to stop the cycle -- even if it means putting her own life, and her own
chance at love, on hold. My Brother's Keeper is a poignant novel about a resilient family learning that sometimes you have to forgive in order
to find the strength to move on.

I Know This Much Is True
Stephen Heywood was twenty-nine years old when he learned that he was dying of ALS -- Lou Gehrig's disease. Almost overnight his older
brother, Jamie, turned himself into a genetic engineer in a quixotic race to cure the incurable. His Brother's Keeper is a powerful account of
their story, as they travel together to the edge of medicine. The book brings home for all of us the hopes and fears of the new biology. In this
dramatic and suspenseful narrative, Jonathan Weiner gives us a remarkable portrait of science and medicine today. We learn about gene
therapy, stem cells, brain vaccines, and other novel treatments for such nerve-death diseases as ALS, Alzheimer's, and Parkinson's -diseases that afflict millions, and touch the lives of many more. "The Heywoods' story taught me many things about the nature of healing in
the new millennium," Weiner writes. "They also taught me about what has not changed since the time of the ancients and may never change
as long as there are human beings -- about what Lucretius calls 'the ever-living wound of love.'" This P.S. edition features an extra 16 pages
of insights into the book, including author interviews, recommended reading, and more.
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My Brothers’ Keeper: Book One of the Keeper Trilogy
Charlotte came to Amish country to find answers. What she never expected to find was peace. Charlotte Dolinsky is not above playing dressup and telling a few lies to find out what happened to her only brother. In fact, that is exactly what she’s come to Lancaster County to do.
Now, calling herself Mary and slipping on a kapp, Charlotte will lie her way into the confidence of anyone who knows why Ethan had to die.
Unless she gets found out first. But when Charlotte befriends a quiet Amish man named Isaac Miller, she begins to rethink her motives. And
with a little help from a friend back home, Charlotte might find out that love comes packaged in ways she couldn’t have foreseen. Isaac’s
been caring for his cancer-stricken father and sympathizing with his frustrated mother for three difficult years. And that means he hasn’t been
dating. He believes Hannah King is the woman for him, but Hannah is still grieving the loss of her fiancé, and Isaac has all he can handle on
the farm. When Hannah’s family plays host to a woman named Mary, their new cousin shakes things up for all of them. As Charlotte digs
deeper into the mystery of Ethan’s death, she finds more than she’d bargained for in the community he once called home. But will she ever
learn the truth? And what will the community—and her new family—do if they learn the truth about her?

Every Last Tie
My Brother’s Daughter By: Barbara Sando Hynum My Brother’s Daughter is an autobiographical account of one woman’s journey and
family relationships as a youth in the 1950s and ’60s and into adulthood. The author focuses on her relationship with a loving and admired
uncle and the last 2½ years of his life. Decisions being made for the uncle lead to much family turmoil and great emotional pain, including
feelings of betrayal and loss. While dealing with the emotional pain, the author begins to move toward forgiving her family, allowing her to let
go of the past and move forward. My Brother’s Daughter is a story that readers from all cultures and backgrounds will be able to identify with
and, hopefully, learn from.

My brother's keeper
“A rare triumph” (The New York Times Book Review), this powerful memoir about the divergent paths taken by two brothers is a classic work
from one of the greatest figures in American literature: a reflection on John Edgar Wideman’s family and his brother’s incarceration—a classic
that is as relevant now as when originally published in 1984. A “brave and brilliant” (The Philadelphia Inquirer) portrait of lives arriving at
different destinies, the classic John Edgar Wideman memoir, Brothers and Keepers, is a haunting portrait of two brothers—one an awardwinning writer, the other a fugitive wanted for a robbery that resulted in a murder. Wideman recalls the capture of his younger brother, Robby,
details the subsequent trials that resulted in a sentence of life in prison, and provides vivid views of the American prison system. A gripping,
unsettling account, Brothers and Keepers weighs the bonds of blood, affection, and guilt that connect Wideman and his brother and
measures the distance that lies between them. “If you care at all about brotherhood and dignity…this is a must-read book” (The Denver Post).
With a new afterword by his brother Robert Wideman, recently released after more than fifty years in prison.
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